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show that : : : the problem of
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reduced to a special closest vector
problem which is much easier
than the general problem. As an
application, we solved four out
of the five numerical challenges
proposed on the Internet by the
authors of the cryptosystem.
At least two of those four
challenges were conjectured to
be intractable. We discuss ways
to prevent the flaw, but conclude
that, even modified, the scheme
cannot provide sufficient security
without being impractical.”
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Prime”: use prime degree, la
Galois group, inert modulus;
reduce attack surface at low
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Second stage of attack: 2014.10
Campbell–Groves–Shepherd
fast pre-quantum algorithm
for typical cyclotomic ring
to compute ug 7→ short g .
Eurocrypt 2017 Cramer–Ducas–
Wesolowski extension of CGS:
for typical cyclotomic ring, find
fairly short element of any ideal.
These attacks exploit structure of
cyclotomic rings. Rescue system
by switching to another ring?
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2014.02 Bernstein: pre-quantum
attack strategy; subexponential
time for many choices of ring.
Eurocrypt 2017 Bauch–
Bernstein–de Valence–Lange–van
Vredendaal: quasipolynomialtime pre-quantum attack for
“multiquadratic rings”.
2016 Bernstein–Chuengsatiansup–
Lange–van Vredendaal “NTRU
Prime”: use prime degree, large
Galois group, inert modulus;
reduce attack surface at low cost.

